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It has been said that variety is
the spice of life. I feel that my life
has a lot of variety in it. Oc-
casionally, I’ll have my work done
before dark and then I can sit at
the picnic table behind our house
and read. At least, I try to read but
one of our cats has other ideas and
fattens itself on the pages and begs
to be petted.

This spot is quite secluded as just
on the other side of the split rail
fence is a field of tall corn and on
this side a row of blueberries. It
can’t be seen from the barn or the
lane and is quiet except for the
hum of the highway over half a
mile away. Just now the air is

perfumed with a long row of
tuberoses with their waxen white
florets.

Another side of my life is quite
different. The things that I do with
my children are active, noisy
enterprises. One that comes to
mind is the motorcycle rides I’ve
taken with them. Recently, Cindy
and I took a bus trip to Atlantic
City. Now when you can get a bus
ticket for $lB and are given a free
$l5 meal and $5 worth of quarters

you begin to wonder why. The
reason is simply—it is expected
thatwhen you arrive you’ll spend a
lot more. I went with the express
hope of swimming and carried my

Armstrong Co. 4-H'or
DAYTON Leigh AnnKimmel,

of Home, who has compiled an
outstanding record in 4-H work,
was the recipient of a$500.00 check
from Elderton State Bank, Friday,
August 17, during the Armstrong
County livestock sale.

Leigh Ann, a member of the
Dayton Dairy Club received the
award from Monty Miller of the
Elderton-based bank. She will use
her award to purchase a 4-H dairy

new suit along all day but we found
that bath-houses are practically
nonexistent. So we spent some
time in the casinos.

They are quite plush and
crowded and very noisy. It is a
scene that you can’t imagine
unless you experience it. There are
2,000 employees in one
establishment alone. People seem
intent on beating the machines and
it is a study in human nature
simply to observethem.

But now Cindy, after being home
from Ohio just three days, has
moved back to college with two
carloads of “stuff” and things will
be quietagain.

New CHORE-TIME
36" Panel Fan

for economical ventilation
FEATURES

FAN
MODEL

BLADE
RPM(I)

MOTOR
CFM/WATT (2) PERFORMANCE (CFM)<3) MAX LOCKED

ROTOR AMPSVOLTS*AMPS O"SP 09” SI 125"SP 0"8P orsp

Wll5/230*2 5 10100
125" SP

10100

(1) RPM shown is nominal and performance is based on actual speed of test
(2) CfM/watt ratings are in accordance with the AMCA recommended method of publishing CFMfwatt ratings and are

derived using motor efficiency values supplied by the motor manufacturers The A MCA CertifiedRatings Seal does
not apply to CFM/watt ratings

(3) Chore-Time Equipment certifies that the fans shown hereon are licensed to bear the AMCA Seat The ratings shown
are baaed on tests made in accordance with AMCA Standard 210 and comply with the requirements of the AMCA
Certified Ratings Program

(4) Max BHP is the highest BHP observed in the range of performance cited Actual operating BMP will usually be
slightly less than maximum under normal operating conditions
BHP inductee beN drtve losses when applicable

High-efficiency, capacitor-run fan motor is
suspended by setf-tensk>ning. easy-to-replace
beh to minimize beh slippage for reliable,
efficient performance and minimal main*
tenance Fan bearings are self-aligningand
pre-lubricated with ammonia-resistant
grease for long life
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Certified Ratings
Licensed by: Jk~®"

COMPLETE SYSTEMS, EQUIPMENT. SALES, INSTALLATION,
SERVICE FOR CATTLE. HOG. POULTRY AND GRAIN

""" " Authorized Chore-Time Distributor

fW] r^ B 'I!iQuiPMENT..Nc*
I 7:30 to 4:30 ;!

*

SatI; 7:30 to 11:30 I 2754 CREEK HILL RD., LEOLA, PA 17540
I I (Parts Only) (Lancaster County)

PHONE: 717-656-4151
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rocotos cosh sword
project for next year’s com-
petition.

Three other finalists in the
competition included: Lara
Wilson, a member of the Wor-thington 4-H dairy club, Bonnie
Wilson also a member of the
Worthington dairy club, and Brian
Run), a member of the Dayton 4-H
dairy club. These finalists each
received a $5O savings bond from
the Elderton State Bank.

Your guarantee
of quality.

Patz
When you buy
replacement chain
look for the “PATZ
CO.” stamped in
each link.
Be sure to get the genuine
PATZ links and Hites when
you need replacement
chain. Two chain sizes
match the load and allow
economical updating or
expansion.

Contact Your Nearest
- Pats Dealer ■-

ALEXANDRIA LEBANON
MAXISENBERG AUTOMATIC FARM
814-669-4027 SYSTEMS

717-274-5333
BALLY
LONGACRE
ELECTRIC
215-845-2261

PIPERSVILLE
MOYER
FARM SERVICE
215-766-8675

PETOgURS
HOCH'S SALES
& SERVICE

OUARRYVILLE
UNICORN FARM
SERVICE
JAMES E. LANDIS
717-786-4158

717-362-8252

CAMP HILL
LLOYD SULTZBAUGH
717-737-4554 STONEBORO

ELDER SALES
&SERVICE
412-376-3390

376-3740

F£>RHSYILL£
DURWOOD J. WHITELEY
717-924-3460
HAMBURG
SHARTLESVILLE
FARM SERVICE
215-488-1025

TERRE HILL
TERRE HILL
SILOCO INC
215-445-6736

MARYLANDDEALERS
'VILLE. MD NEW WINDSOR. MD

FINDER SERVICE CO ROOF FERTILIZER
301-348-5263 & CHEMICAL

301-775-7678

IPERVISOR Rov W Thillberg
216-549-5492


